
Massachusetts Department of Conservation and Recreation 
Division of Water Supply Protection, Office of Watershed Management 

Forest Management Project Summary 
 

Project Title: Whitney Hill Salvage North East 

DWSP Harvest Permit Number: S9NQ 
DWSP Proposal ID: PT-19-04-S 
DCR Forest Cutting Plan File Number: 234-9497-19 
 
Site Information 
Watershed: Quabbin Town(s): Petersham 
Acres:  52.3 Nearest Road: Whitney Hill. Rd. 
Natural Heritage Atlas overlap?: No Public Drinking Water Supply Watershed?: Yes             
Forest Types: Northern Red Oak, Mixed Oak ACEC?: No 
Soils: The dominant soil types are: Montauk-Scituate-Canton, Charlton-Chatfield-Hollis, and Montauk-
Canton association 
Wetland Resources: None present. 
Vernal Pools: None known 
 
Harvest Information 
Harvest Start Date: 7/16/2019 Harvest End Date: 7/16/2020 
Number of Wetland Crossings: none Number of Stream Crossings:  1 
 
Best Management Practices Applied 
Stream Crossings  1 stream crossing of an intermittent stream, the crossing will be required to be 

poled and bridged with the approaches poled if crossing is used. 
Filter Strips    All filter strips are variable width, and determined by slope as directed by 

Massachusetts Best Management Practices. Where the stream is within 100 ft 
of the landing hay bales will be used to reduce possible silting.  

Wetland Crossings None 

Harvesting in Wetlands None 
 

DWSP Forester supervising this harvest 
Name: Richard MacLean & Herm Eck 
Forester License #: 63 (Eck) 
Phone #: 413-213-7950 
Email: richard.maclean@mass.gov 



NARRATIVE 

General Description/Forest Composition/History: 

Gypsy moth defoliation of oak has occurred at Quabbin for a number of successive years.  In 
2017, DWSP foresters began seeing pockets of dead and dying oaks in some of the areas with the 
longest history of infestation.  Now in 2018 it is clear that the damage is getting worse, as the forest is 
experiencing extensive acreage with partial to full oak mortality.  Ware River, Wachusett, and Sudbury 
forests are also seeing significant defoliation events.  Researchers remain uncertain regarding the 
ultimate duration of this outbreak, but we fear that we will lose many more trees before this is over. 

Oak, especially red oak, is probably the most economically valuable timber resource growing on 
these lands.  It is the intent of DWSP to harvest at least a portion of the most valuable and most 
accessible of these resources before that value is lost forever.  As trees stand dead, decay sets in quickly 
and wood value is steeply reduced as wood boring insects begin to tunnel through.  Quabbin and Ware 
River foresters are currently working almost exclusively on preparing salvage harvests in a race against 
the clock to minimize loss of value. 

The forest composition in this harvest is comprised of dry site mixed oak in sections 1 and 3 and 
oak/mixed hardwood and northern red oak dominated stands in section 2.  Section 1 is primarily mixed 
white (Quercus alba) and black oak (Quercus velutina) with some red maple (Acer rubrum) and black and 
paper birches (Betula lenta and papyrifera).  The oaks are mostly small saw log sized with a few larger 
individuals.  Mortality in the oaks here was extensive and te white oak appears to have been dead 
longer than the black oak or red oak in other sections, or is deteriorating faster.  Section 2 is mostly 
composed of northern red oak (Quercus rubra) in the north with more mixed hardwoods to pine moving 
south.  The red oak in the north of this section had been previously thinned and is mostly larger saw logs 
(> 20’).  Mortality is present in large pockets or strips, there will be surviving oak and other mixed 
hardwood present after salvage of the dead oak.  Section three is a mix of red and black oak with red 
maple and black birch present in the understory.  Oak mortality was extensive in this section. 

Site Selection: 

The primary goal of this harvest is to minimize the loss of value of oaks killed by the combination 
of drought and gypsy moth stress, and following secondary pathogens (such as fungus and boring 
beetles).  These stands have had previous thinning where the oaks were tended and allowed to grow to 
become large valuable timber, this harvest will help recover some of that value.  This site in particular 
was chosen because it presented a site with concentrations of dead and dying oak, with good working 
conditions.  While there may be other locations with higher value oaks, those sites often require 
multiple stream or wetland crossings, or are located on steep slopes which diminishes the net benefit of 
harvesting those oaks to the watershed.   

 

Silvicultural Objectives: 

The main objective of this harvest is to recover the value of dead and dying oaks which have 
been managed and tended to for many decades.  In addition, having a harvester on the site will allow 
some timber stand improvement to be performed.  This may help improve future stand diversity and 



quality as the current mid canopy and understory is released by the gypsy moth/drought/secondary 
killed oak.   

 

Cultural Resources: 

There are stone walls present in sections 1 and 2 as well as near the landings and along the main 
roads, no foundations were found in proximity of the harvest.  All cultural features are being protected 
and avoided as much as possible.  Existing barways (breaks in walls) are being utilized in order to 
minimize damage. 

 

Rare or Endangered Species: 

The lot contains no known rare or endangered species.  It is in proximity of mapped vernal 
pools.  Forwarder trails have been routed around the vernal pools to avoid disturbance and all 
Massachusetts Best Management Practices will be followed regarding vernal pool protection. 

 

FIGURES 

Figure 1. Forest Cutting Plan  



 

Figure 1a: Forest Cutting Plan pg. 1. 

  



 

Figure 1b: Forest Cutting Plan pg. 2.   



 

Figure 1c: Forest Cutting Plan pg 3. 
 



 Figure 1d: Forest Cutting Plan pg. 5. 
 
  

 



Figure 1e: Forest Cutting Plan pg. 6.



 Figure 1f: Forest Cutting Plan pg. 6. 


